
RO PLANTS MAKE USE OF REVERSE OSMOSIS
TO PURIFY SALT WATER. 

A high-pressure pump is used to force water molecules through a partially-
porous membrane, which traps salt and impurities. Purified water is collected 
from the permeate side of the membrane, while salt and impurities go into 
a drain from the concentrated side. 

valveIT manufactures a standard industrial RO machine with multimedia 
and activated carbon filters, water softener with brine tank and UV sterilizer 
post-treatment unit.

Pilot Plant Skid - Capacity 100 m3/day is a testing plant to check the 
performance of RO membranes. It’s fully equipped with automatic chemical 
dosing systems and is controlled by an advanced PLC.

RO PILOT SKID 100M3/DAY
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STANDARD FEATURES

 \ Cleaning / flushing pump
 \ Cartridge filtration 5 micron
 \ High pressure pump piston duplex S.S. (UNS S32205)  

with a motor frequency converter
 \ RO pressure vessel size: 8 inch / 7 elements
 \ RO cleaning / flushing tank
 \ Antiscalant dosing tank
 \ SBS dosing tank
 \ Caustic dosing tank
 \ Antiscalant dosing pump
 \ SBS dosing pump
 \ Caustic dosing pump
 \ Sbs tank mixer
 \ 10 microns (absolute) cartridge filter
 \ Cleaning tank mixer
 \ RO skid material of construction: SS 316 L
 \ Local panel with PLC
 \ ORP analyzer
 \ Low pressure switch
 \ High pressure switch
 \ Set of flow meters
 \ Set of conductivity meters
 \ Level transmitter
 \ Differential pressure indicator
 \ Set of manual and automatic valves
 \ Set of pressure gauges
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